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Hybrid Theory, the debut album and the original band name of Linkin Park, is a melting pot of heavy

alternative rock, hip-hop, and electronic flourishes. Titles in this album-matching folio are: Papercut *

One Step Closer * With You * Points of Authority * Crawling * Runaway * By Myself * In the End * A

Place for My Head * Forgotten * Cure for the Itch * Pushing Me Away.
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Ok, this book may seem to just be the lyrics, but only to people who are better at critiquing music

than they are reading it. This not only contains sheet music to the songs on Hybrid Theory, but it is a

guitar tablature book. If you've played guitar more than a couple weeks, you know how to read this,

and it will teach you how to CORRECTLY play all the songs on the album. It also gives the correct

guitar timing and the timing and notes for the lyrics. It's not the same as the booklet that comes with

the album, by a longshot. This book isn't necessarily for Linkin Park fans altogether, but for LP fans

who are musicians as well. If you're a guitarist who likes the album and are interested in playing it, it

is worth it. It's not rocket science.

This book is laid out like just about any other guitar tablature book out there, with the authentic

sheet music for all the songs on Hybrid Theory, and includes the 2nd guitar where

appropriate.Unfortunately, what ISN'T in it is the rest of the instruments, nor do those tabs/sheet

music appear to be available from any official sources. I'd be much more impressed if WB would



release a similar book for each instrument, if not one complete band score.

I'm not a hysterical fan but these songs and the band have serious talent. Songs like In the End and

With You examplify the band's anger with their own mistakes. Songs like One Step Closer and

Runaway express the band's disappointment with society. Any body who wants to see some lyrics

that are more than fluff should get this book. Oh and by the way, the hybrid theory songs are far

better than Reanimation. I recommend getting the CD first.

This book is a big, big, BIG MUST-HAVE to all rock band lovers out there. Sure, they might be new

to you, but if you listen to them you'll be slowly obsessed to them (like me). Do watch out for these

songs: A Place For My Head, Papercut. Awesome songs, you'll be addicted for sure.

Let me ask you a completely logical question: Why would you want to buy this book (which only

features the lyrics to songs off of Linkin Park's "Hybrid Theory" album), when you can read these

lyrics anywhere on the internet for free? Not only that, but the booklet that comes with the "Hybrid

Theory" album contains the lyrics to each song anyway, so there really is absolutely no point in

getting this book.

I know im late writing this review but i just have to say this band is great i love all the songs on the

cd speacilly papercut this band is going to be around for along time

This was the best ever. Linkin park is just the best band you could ever lisen to they have to besxt

lyrics and speak what is on there mind, i just want to tell you to keep listening to them because they

are the best.

This book is really really good. My older cousin Andrew, 13 like the people Linkin Park. I'm only 9 so

my mommy doesn't tink its approopriat. but linkin park has a sweet beet. I got to go to the potty now.

Bye bye
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